There are many ones who want to know more and
all of those that you are aware of having that
enquiring mind will be with you in this space. It is
through the sense of resonance that they are drawn
into this space with you. Always through you there
is an energy attraction and that energy attraction is
what we term resonance, so whatever you resonate
with in your higher aspect, you draw others also into
that energy field. The energy field is what brings to
you information. It is the energy field that you accept
and acknowledge and recognise which also brings
into you in your Earth space, Light, Energy and
Information into you individually and into the planet
collectively, including creatures, including the
element that receives the energy. Many dimensions
involved in that, of course.

you to be present in assisting modifications which
are occurring in different land masses on planet
Earth and the modifications are coming through
from the Source dimension that presented different
elements into Earth station. You could consider this
to be an aspect of activation of many of the areas
presently opening up around planet Earth station.
You are reminded of this at specific intersections in
time and dimension. Some of the intersections draw
patterns into you and around you and around Earth
which are replacing some elements that are
outdated or that are no longer active. There are also
elements that get displaced. All of this is relevant for
you to know at this time because inherent in you all
is the realisation that there are many places out of
balance. Areas which are out of balance are
registered within the overseeing aspects of
creation. In other words, in your words, everything
which is occurring on your planet are observed. Out
of balance energy fields are observed and thus we
are making you aware of energy being drawn into
those areas to facilitate balance and the
introduction of enhancements.

Now, introducing you again into this space allows
you to remember the highest aspect of self. It also
allows you to step out of all of the conditioning and
the presentation of the Earth aspect in which you
are existing in the current civilisation. That might be
what is needed at present. Allowing yourself to
move aside from that puts you into a higher state of
receptivity and thus you are able to participate in the
experience of this session. We immediately draw
you into another level of existence and the
existence and presentation here puts you together
with other groups of Beings.

As this relates to you as an individual Being, you
also are being assessed. You also have available to
you various enhancements, when you are ready to
receive such enhancements. The enhancements
are to do with correct functioning of the biological
organism that you are and enhancements are also
to do with awakening of many of the seed cells
existing within you which align you to particular
points of Creation throughout many universal
dimensions. These are necessary so that you
participate in the overall adjustment and upliftment
processes around the planet.

There is the presence in the Station at this present
time in this transmission of Beings from an outer
level of existence and these ones are with you
consistently, although it does depend on how much
you are activating the level of joy and higher field of
patterning. We have spoken to you about patterns
and codes and the necessity of them and the
importance of them. You are surrounded by
patterns of codes as we are issuing this
presentation to you and some of those are allowing

We remind you again that this will not be an overall
wave of everybody being enhanced at the same
time, because that would not be necessary for some
individual Beings and would not be in their right time
phase for that to occur. It is dependant upon how
you relate to information sequences, patterns and
codes which you are always receiving coming
through Source Creation. When they do not touch
upon areas in your energy field, then nothing
happens.

“Welcome into this Station again
Beloved. This is Orem addressing you
and we have of course many others in
this space and I refer to them as “we” as
a group working with you and with the group that
you bring into this space with you.
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I open the Omega Portal.
Again, I am calling you to be with me, to receive just
exactly what you need to receive at this time,
reminding you that it doesn’t matter what you do in
life, or where you live. It is where your level of
understanding and consciousness resides that is
important. How you feel about yourself is important.
With this in mind, I am calling you forth to be with
me, entering into that space that we are familiar with
– the receiving area within the Station of Light.
It is infinite, it seems endless, the number of times
we can come into this space to be present,
consciously present. Here you are again –
consciously present as you, but as the heightened
aspect of you we refer to as your body of light.
Welcome into this space! Put your attention here
with me, expanding your senses, which allows the
Beings of Light stationed here within the Station to
come forward and greet you. I withdraw and leave
that part of the session now to those ones.

You would be finding that around your planet
currently, people have been expecting a shift to
happen, and many have been disappointed
because they felt they did not receive or change.
This is the explanation why.
Those listening to this message are already
identifying yourselves as ones who have been
responding to the energy information codes you
have been receiving. This has the effect of drawing
many of you forward into clear spaces, into clearer
energy, stronger energy, perhaps drawn into
meeting other people where you share information
and you embody the place of shift that you would
want to have experienced. The shift can also
incorporate shifts in time experience and shifting
ones out of an experience of discomfort in the body
in any way.
This is one of the functions that you are open to
receiving and participating in during these journeys
into the Station of Light in the transmissions.
Momentarily, many of you will be experiencing that
you are being assessed and you are being moved
into a different situation. This is always gentle. This
is always appropriate. There is nothing difficult
about this process. It is a natural change within your
bodies, just as you go through natural changes in
your personal growth. If you intend it to be difficult,
it will be. If your intention is to absorb the energy and
change happily and smoothly, it will be. Your
intention creates a linkage within fields of energy
around you and in this way you are choosing the
correct energy process as if you had many options
available to you and depending on your intention,
that creates the process for you. We support you in
every choice you make. That also is part of the
dynamic frequency that you have as an energy
being.
In this Station where you are receiving this, you will
also be aware that you are functioning in a different
time and although we do not measure time as you
do within the Earth density, there is a transition
journey as you experience what you move into, in
this space.

You may find during your days that you feel you
have received a great deal of information and yet it
is not clearly written of course, and this sense is
what you have experienced within this space with
us. Some of it does not relate to anything spoken in
these sessions. As an individual, you are receiving
a great deal of specific information for you. It is how
you bring it back into your current life phase that is
important. Knowing that you bring into you exactly
what you need, and the answers to every question
are there, will help you. It is not necessary to know
everything which occurs. There is too much
happening around your planet for that to be
consciously held in conscious mind of you, and yet
it is existing in the energy field around you. When
you have the desire or need to find specific
information, it is easily accessible by you.
There is ongoing communication being channelled
through various areas supporting the planet at this
time. There is a major area which allows the
communication to come through. It comes through
in a way it is filtered and filtration means that what
is helpful or necessary will come through to specific
groups of people or individuals. It comes through
areas that we in this Station are holding open. It is a
communication portal similar to what you might
have already accessed in your general streams of
information through current technology. This
happens without technology. This is an organic
exchange and a fluidic space through which
information can come through, as well as particular
Beings and depending on the time phase, what
comes through will be significant to turn around
some of events and to inspire other people who
make controlling choices. It is a vast connected
network of Beings throughout many dimensions
involved in that process.
Now this information you will find useful in many
ways, so I bring your attention and awareness back
to you as a body of light in the receiving area of the
Station. You were out of Earth time for a significant
process to happen and you will be aware of
changes. You will be aware that you have
transcended some of the limitations that may have
been impacting you in your current life phase.

You may be aware of many other changes.
Again it is time for me to withdraw to leave you to
assimilate change and energy and information.

Orem out “

Many thanks Orem. This is Lani again with you all
and as Lani, I bring your attention back to you as a
physical form.
Sometimes you encounter Beings during these
transmissions and of course the communication
and attention will be particular for you for what you
are experiencing in your daily life pattern at present,
and you may ask for help from those Beings and if
it is appropriate, it will come to you in different ways.
I felt the need to say that to some of you who are
receiving this.
It is time now to come back to surface, to come back
and ground yourself within the physical energy body
known as the personality that you are and you have
been given enhancements, so watch out for those
in the ongoing days until we meet again. Make note
of them and acknowledge the change and the
assistance. Some of the changes happen on that
higher level of consciousness and you may have
difficulty putting into words what the changes are,
but usually you feel the change. Welcome that.
Again I thank you for being part of this and I trust it
helps you in every way appropriate for you and
everyone around you on the planet today, and thus
I end this session by closing the Omega Portal.
Thank you.

Lani
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